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Abstract Multi-species compartment epidemic models, such as the multispecies SIR (susceptible-infectious-recovered) model, are extensions of classic
SIR models, used to explore the transient dynamics of pathogens that infect
multiple hosts in a large population. In this article, we propose a dynamical
Bayesian hierarchical SIR (HSIR) model, to capture the stochastic or random
nature of an epidemic process in a multi-species SIR (with recovered becoming
susceptible again) dynamical setting, under hidden mass-balance constraints.
We call this an MSIRB model. Different from a classic multi-species SIR model
(which we call MSIRc), our approach imposes mass balance on the underlying
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true counts rather than, improperly, on the noisy observations. Moreover, the
MSIRs model can capture the discrete nature of, as well as uncertainties in,
the epidemic process.
Keywords mass balance · epidemic model · influenza · HSIR · MSIR ·
disease dynamics

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The influenza virus, a member of the Orthomyxoviridae family, infects multiple
species worldwide, including poultry, swine, humans, horses, seals, and other
animals (Webster et al, 1992; Alexander, 2000; Saenz et al, 2006; Munster
et al, 2007; Nelson and Holmes, 2007; Stallknecht and Brown, 2007; Webby
et al, 2007). Migratory waterfowl are the natural reservoir, maintaining the
virus and occasionally infecting other hosts (Webster et al, 1992; Webby et al,
2007). Viral infection among humans and occasionally between animals and
humans causes seasonal epidemics. In this viral-host system, it is important
to understand between-species transmission for both veterinary health and
human health.
Multi-species influenza transmission was observed in the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, which was estimated to have caused 1.8 - 5. 7 million human
cases between April and July of 2009 in the United States alone (Reed et al,
2009). More recently, another multispecies strain, H3N2v, has emerged, but
its burden has not yet been quantified (Nelson et al, 2012). Multi-species
compartment epidemic models, such as the multi-species SIR (susceptibleinfectious-recovered) model (e.g., Dobson, 2004), extend the traditional SIR
model (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927) to explore the transient dynamics of
pathogens that infect multiple host species. The model assumes that at any
given time t, a fixed population can be split into three compartments (susceptible, infectious, and recovered); then in a multi-species SIR model, the
dynamical process is captured through the following set of nonlinear ordinary
differential equations (ODEs):

(1)
dL
K
- ' - ~ (3·1·SI -"'I
dt - L.....,; ' • J
" "

(2)

j=l

dR

..~,·R·
dt' -"'I- " • 'f'•
"

(3)

where i represents the i-th animal species, i = 1, ... , K, and K is the total
number of species. We denote f3ij to be the transmission rate per unit time
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from infectious individuals in the j-th species to susceptible individuals in
the i-th species, which can be expressed as the fraction of contacts between
the respective species that result in an infection. Hence, for i = j, /3jj is
the within-species-j transmission rate per unit time, and for i =/=- j, /3ij is
the between-species transmission rate per unit time. Further, let /i denote
the rate of "recovery" per unit time for species i, which is the rate at which
infectious individuals are removed from being infectious due to recovery (or
death); then 1/ii is the average infectious period. Let ¢; denote the rate of
loss of immunity of recovered individuals per unit time for species i, which is
the rate at which recovered individuals become susceptible again (Anderson
and May, 1991; Hethcote, 2000; Arino et al, 2005); then 1/<Pi is the average
immunity period. At any given timet, Si(t), Ii(t), and R;(t) are the numbers
of susceptible, infectious, and recovered individuals of species i, i = 1, ... , K,
respectively. Notice that (1)-(3) assume that there are no births or deaths
from causes other than the disease itself; thus, the total number of susceptible,
infectious, and recovered individuals of each species is assumed to be constant
for a short period of time. Specifically, for any t = 1, ... , T,
(4)

where Ni is the size ofthe population of species i, i = 1, ... , K. This assumption
is commonly referred to as mass balance (Reluga, 2004). Figure 1 shows the basic flow of individuals defined by this classic multi-species SIR (MSIRc} model
in (1)-(3), which we call MSIRS flow; here, individuals of each species move
from susceptible, to infectious, to recovered, and back to susceptible again.
Individuals in the infectious state can infect not only susceptible individuals
in the same species but also individuals from other species. It is a strength
of the MSIRc model (1)-(3), that if species i cannot be infected by species j
(Scholtissek, 1990), then the cross-species infection rate /3ij is simply set equal
to 0. Also notice that the MSIRc model assumes a fraction of members of the
recovered class can rejoin the susceptible class. Thus, it is also referred to as
SIRS model in some articles (e.g., Arino, 2009); the traditional SIR model is
obtained when ¢i = 0, fori= 1, ... , K.
Similar to the classic SIR model, the MSIRc model is appealing because of
its straightforward modeling strategy and its easily interpretable parameters.
However, as Zhuang (2011) pointed out (in a single species setting), there
are various sources of uncertainty in the model. In our case, there may be
uncertainty in the counts {S;(t), Ii(t), R;(t): i = 1, ... , K} themselves; that is,
the counts in the compartments are observed with error. Another source of
uncertainty in MSIRc, is that (1)-(3) may not capture the dynamics of the
epidemic exactly. Moreover, the values of the parameters {/3ij }, {/i}, and { ¢;}
are typically uncertain.
A variety of stochastic models with a probabilistic mechanism that involves
a Markov chain of SIR states (also known as the master equation), have been
developed recently (e.g., Ellner et al, 1998; Allen, 2003; Xu et al, 2007; Black
and McKane, 2010; Jenkinson and Goutsias, 2012). However, these stochastic models ignore the noisy nature of data, and they improperly apply mass
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balance to the observed counts. Furthermore, these models typically rely on
many carefully chosen parameters, such as transmission rates, recovery rates,
and so forth in heterogeneous populations; that is, uncertainty in where the
parameter vector is located in the parameter space is not accounted for.
Bayesian hierarchical models have also proved popular for mapping noninfectious diseases; while these models aim to capture the true process hidden behind noisy data (e.g., Besag et al, 1991; Carlin and Banerjee, 2002),
their process models and parameter models are not appropriate for epidemics.
Those that do have a dynamical statistical component have not generally been
parameterized in terms of the interpretable components of the epidemic (e.g.,
Mugglin et al, 2002; Wood, 2010). Further discussion is given in Zhuang (2011).
Recently, partially observed nonlinear stochastic dynamical systems (also
know as partially observed Markov processes, or state-space models) have been
used extensively for infectious-disease estimation and prediction. A wide range
of inference techniques have been proposed and implemented in the R statistical language as part of the package pomp (http:/ /cran.at.r-project.org/web/packages/pomp/),
such as nonlinear forecasting (e.g., Kendall et al, 1999; Kendall et al, 2005),
iterated filtering (Ionides et al, 2006; King et al, 2008; He et al, 2010), approximate Bayesian particle filtering (e.g., Liu and West, 2001; Arulampalam et al,
2001; Dukic et al, 2009). Some of these models are not appropriate for modeling epidemic flows (e.g., Kendall et al, 1999; Kendall et al, 2005). Those that
are extensions of classic compartment epidemic models (e.g., SIR model and
SEIR model), do pay attention to the underlying true process hidden behind
the noisy data and incorporate a source of variation that captures randomness
in the (hidden) epidemic process (e.g., Liu and West, 2001; Dukic et al, 2009).
However, they do not preserve the mass-balance property when incorporating
the extra source of variation, which may introduce biased results. Recent extensions to stochastic models with a master equation have similar problems
with mass balance (e.g., Alonso et al, 2007).
In this article, we generalize the single-species approach of Zhuang (2011) to
a multi-species setting, and we develop a mass-balanced discrete-time Bayesian
hierarchical multi-species SIR (MSIRB) model, which allows us to capture
the uncertainties in the underlying epidemic process without violating the
mass-balance constraint on the true counts. Moreover, the MSIRB model also
retains the MSIRS flow defined in (1)-(3). Therefore, our approach can be
used to study between-species transmission of disease and epidemics for both
veterinary and human health.
In Section 2, we propose the MSIRB model. For reasons of computational
efficiency, a well calibrated linear approximation to the flow in the MSIRB
model is derived in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss applications of our
mathematical-statistical approach, and we simulate datasets to illustrate that
its features are realistic. Section 5 gives a discussion and conclusions.
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2 Bayesian Hierarchical Multi-species SIR (MSIRB) Model
We assume that underlying the observed epidemic counts, there is a true unobserved process, which we incorporate into the framework of a Bayesian hierarchical statistical model. This typically consists of three components: the data
model (i.e., the conditional distribution of the data given hidden processes and
parameters); the process model (i.e., the conditional distribution of the hidden
processes given parameters); and the parameter model (i.e., the prior distribution of the parameters). This section generalizes the single-species Bayesian
model proposed by Zhuang (2011).

2.1 Data Model
We model the raw counts directly rather than modeling the raw rates derived from the counts (e.g., Dukic et al, 2009, use Gaussian distributions to
model the raw rates), and assume that the data model consists of (conditionally) independent Poisson distributions evolving at discrete time intervals. By
including multiple host species, the data model in our case is
Zs(t, i)IPs(t, i) ""ind. Poisson(AN(i)Ps(t, i)),

(5)

Z1(t, i)jP1(t, i) ""ind. Poisson(AN(i)PI(t, i)),

(6)

for time points t = 1, 2, ... , T, in units of .:1 days, and species i = 1, ... , K. In
(5) and (6), Zs(t, i) and Z1(t, i) are the observed number of susceptible and
infectious individuals of species i at time t, respectively; "ind." is shorthand for
"independent"; AN(i) denotes the true total population count of species i, and
Ps(t, i) and P1(t, i) are the underlying true rates of susceptible and infectious
individuals of species i at time t, respectively. We assume that AN (i) is known
for each species i = 1, ... , K, from demographic considerations, and {AN (i)} is
analogous to {Ni} given by (4) for the MSIRc model. By subtraction, we can
easily obtain the observed number of recovered individuals, ZR(t, i) = AN(i)Zs(t, i) - Z1(t, i). Thus, the data are {(Zs(t, i), Z1(t, i)) : t = 1, 2, ... , T, i =
1, ... , K}. Notice that the joint modeling of multiple host species adds a layer
of generality that accounts for the between-species transmission.

2.2 Process Model
Recall the MSIRc model defined by (1)-(3), where mass balance is assumed
for the observed population. However, the appropriate place to impose mass
balance is on the true (hidden) process. Thus, for time t = 1, 2, ... , in the
multi-species setting with species i = 1, ... , K, we have
(7)
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where A.s(t, i), A.1(t, i), and A.n(t, i) are the underlying true (but hidden) counts
of susceptible, infectious, and recovered individuals at timet, respectively. Now
define the true (hidden) rates, Ps(t, i), P1(t, i), and Pn(t, i), via

= A.N(i)Ps(t,i),

(8)

A.1(t, i) := AN(i)PI(t, i),

(9)

= AN(i)Pn(t, i),

(10)

A.s(t,i)

An(t, i)

where Pn(t, i) denotes the underlying true rate of recovered individuals of
species i at timet. Then, by substituting (8)-(10) into (7), it is straightforward
to see that the mass balance in (7) (imposed on each species i = 1, ... , K) can
be rewritten as,
(11)
Ps(t, i) + P1(t, i) + Pn(t, i) = 1,
for t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K. From the mass-balance assumption in (11),
Pn(t, i) is obtained by subtraction: Fort= 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K,
Pn(t, i) = 1- P8 (t, i) - P1(t, i).

(12)

Recall the easily interpretable dynamics in the classic multi-species ODEs
defined by (1)-(3), which enables individuals to move from the susceptible
state to the infectious state, then to the recovered state (and some individuals
may become susceptible again). We recognize that for this MSIRS flow, t
is discrete (in units of Ll days) by deriving a set of deterministic difference
equations on the hidden process, As(t, i), AJ(t, i), and An(t, i). That is, for
t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K, the process model becomes,
K

A.s(t + 1, i) = A.s(t, i)- Lf3ijAs(t, i)A.I(t,j)Ll

+ ¢iA.n(t,i)Ll,

(13)

j=l
K

A.1(t

+ 1, i) =

A.1(t, i)

+L

/3ijAs(t, i)A.1(t,j)Ll- ''fiA 1(t, i)Ll,

(14)

j=l

where the MSIRS flow has been preserved, and the rate parameters /3ij, ¢i,
and 'Yi are in units of per day (d- 1 ).
According to the definition of As(t, i), AJ(t, i), and An(t, i) in (8)-(10),
we can rewrite equations (13)-(15) in terms of the true proportions, Ps(t, i),
P1(t, i), and PR(t, i):
K

Ps(t

+ 1, i) =

Ps(t, i) - L

/3ijAN(J)Ps(t, i)P1(t, j)Ll + ¢iPn(t, i)Ll,

(16)

/3ijAN(J)Ps(t, i)P1(t, j)Ll- "!iPI(t, i)Ll,

(17)

j=l
K

P1(t

+ 1, i)

= P1(t, i)

+L
j=l
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Deterministic equations in classic epidemic models, which are similar to those
in (16)-(18) but with given coefficients, are unable to capture the uncertainties
in the hidden epidemic model. In our case, notice that as part of the process
model, equations (16)-(18) are no longer deterministic, but become randomcoefficient difference equations with coefficients having probability distribution
defined in Section 2.3. Importantly, the random-coefficient difference equations
are still mass-balanced.
To further model the complexity while still preserving the mass balance,
we apply the logit transformation to the true rates, which changes the range
from (0, 1) to (-oo,oo). That is, fort= 1, 2, .. . , and i = 1, ... ,K, define

. _
( Ps(t,i) )
Ws(t,t)=log PR(t,i) ,

(19)

. _
( PI(t,i) )
W1(t , t) =log PR(t, i) ,

(20)

where Ws(t, i) and W 1 (t, i) are the log odds ratios of susceptible-over-recovered
populations and infectious-over-recovered populations, respectively, for species
i at timet. On the odds-ratio scale (W-scale), we construct our process model
in terms of W(t , i)
(Ws(t, i), W1(t, i))':

=

W(t

+ 1, i) =

llw (t, i)

+ e(t + 1, i),

(21)

for discrete time t = 1, 2, ... , in units of .:1 days, and for species i = 1, ... , K.
We now discuss each of the components of (21), in turn. The vector IL w (t, i) =
(~-t:r (t, i), ~-tV' (t, i))' is the dynamical process that captures the temporal dependence. In Appendix A.1, we derive the nonlinear dynamical structure of
IL w (t, i) using (16)-(20). This derivation retains the MSIRS flow on the hidden
process; that is, for discrete timet= 1, 2, ... , in units of .:1 days, and for species
i = 1, ... ,K,
J.t't(t , i) = Ws(t,i)

+log 1 +
[

¢;.6.
exp(Ws(t,i))

.Bi;>.N(j)exp (Wr(t, j)) .6.

K
~
1+ exp(Ws(t,j))+ exp(Wr(t,j))

l

1
] ,
+log [
1 + liexp (Wr(t, i)) .6.- ¢i.6.

(22)

11r'(t,i) = Wr(t, i)

1
1
+og [ -"Yi

.6.

exp (Ws(t, i)) 1<
,8,;..\N(j)exp ( WI(t, j)) .:1
+ exp(W1 (t,i)) L 1+ exp(Ws(t ,j)) + exp (Wr (t ,j))

l

3 "' 1

1
] ,
+log [
1 + liexp (Wr(t, i)) .6.- ¢i.Ll
(23)
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where recall that f3ij is the transmission rate per day from infectious individuals in the j-th species to susceptible individuals in the i-th species; 'Yi and <Pi
are the recovery rate per day and loss-of-immunity rate per day, respectively,
for the i-th species.
We denote the vector, e(t,i) = (~s(t,i),~I(t,i))', to be the small-scale
variation that captures the uncertainties in the hidden epidemic process. For
t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K, we define

e(t, i)

rv

MVN(O, :E~(t, i)),

(24)

a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution with mean 0 and diagonal covariance matrix :Edt, i) = diag(als (t, i), 1 (t, i)), and with nonnegative variance(t, i) and 1 (t, i). Notice that the diagonal covariance matrix
components,
for the log odds ratio implies non-zero covariances for the true (hidden) rates,
Ps(t,i), P1 (t,i), and PR(t,i), which is in line with the dependence between
species counts generated from a multinomial distribution.
The strategy oftransforming from the hidden proportion scale (P-scale) to
the hidden log-odds-ratio scale (W-scale) and making the small-scale variation
additive on the W-scale rather than on the P-scale, is the key to retaining
the mass-balance constraint while allowing flexible MSIRS flow to be handled.
When there is only one species (i.e., K = 1), the MSIRs model is equivalent
to the HSIR model proposed by Zhuang (2011).

als

a1

a1

2.3 Parameter Model
To complete the Bayesian hierarchical statistical model, we now specify the
joint prior distribution for the parameters, which includes the transmission
rates per unit time {f3ii} from infectious individuals of species j to susceptible
individuals of species i, where i,j = 1, ... ,K; the rates of recovery per day
{'Yi} where i = 1, ... , K; the loss-of-immunity rates per day {<Pi} where i =
1, ... , K; variance components {
(t, i)} and { 1 (t, i)} where t = 1, 2, ... , and
i = 1, ... , K. It is straightforward to see that all rate parameters are in (0, 1),
and all variance-component parameters are in [0, oo).
Assuming statistical independence of parameters and using rY] as generic
notation for the probability distribution of Y, we assume that the parameter
model can be written as,

als

[{/3ij }, {'yi}, {

1/>i}, {0'~8 (t, i)}, {0'~/t, i)}] =

al

(fi TI[/3ij]) · (fi

biJl<Pi])

.(fn1~0'~8 (t,i)J[O'~~(t,i)]).

(25)

where the prior distributions of individual parameters are specified as follows:
f3ii,..., Uniform(0,1), i,j

= 1, ... ,K
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'Yi "'Uniform(O, 1), i = 1, ... , K

¢i

rv

Uniform(O, 1), i

= 1, .. .

K

CT~s (t, i)

rv

Inverse Gamma (a~s (t, i), b~s (t, i)), t = 1, ... , T, i = 1, ... , K.

crll (t, i)

rv

Inverse Gamma (a~! (t, i), b~I (t, i)), t

=

=

1, ... , T , i

1, ... , K.

Notice that the Uniform distributions on the rate parameters could easily be
replaced by the very flexible Generalized Beta distributions on their supports.
The Inverse-Gamma hyperparameters can be specified to give a fairly vague
prior; for example, a~ 8 (t, i) = a~ 1 (t, i) = 0.25 and b~ 8 (t, i) = b~ 1 (t, i) = 0.4 for
t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K.

3 W -Scale Approximations for the MSIRB Model
Here, we derive a calibrated linear approximation to the nonlinear W -scale
process in the MSIRB model. From Appendix A.2, for t = 1, 2, ... , and i =
1, ... , K, equation (21) in the MSIRB model can be approximated by

W(t + 1, i) =

1-LLW (t,

i)

+ ((t + 1, i),

(26)

where recall that W(t, i) = (Ws(t, i), W1(t, i))' is the true log-odds-ratio vector. In (26), the vector p,LW (t, i) = (!L~w (t, i), ILTw (t, i))' is a linear dynamical
process derived through Taylor-series expansions that approximate the nonlinear stochastic process p. w (t, i) defined in (22)-(23). From Appendix A.2, for
t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K,
J.l.~w (t, i) =

Jo(t, i)

+ J 1 (t, i)Ws(t, i) + h(t, i)W1 (t, i)
K

+h(t, i)

L [Go(t, j) + G1 (t, j)Ws(t, j) + G2(t, j)W (t, j)],
1

(27)

j=l

JJ.fW (t, i)

=

J4(t, i)

+ Js(t, i)Ws(t, i) + J6(t, i)WI(t, i)
K

+h(t, i)

L

[Go(t,j)

+ G1(t,j)W8 (t,j) + G2(t, j)WI(t,j)],

(28)

j=l

where

Jo(t,i)

=
(29)

(30)
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(31)

J3(t, i)

= t/3ij>w(j)

J5(t,i)

=

( 1-

(32)

A1
1- A1(t,j)

j=l

+ A7(t,j)A+ Bo(t,j))
(1- A1(t,j)) 2

eAs(t,i) ..:1
(34)

A3(t,i) '
J6(t,i)

-

=

/ieA6(t,i)_d
[

.

A2(t, i)

~

. (

+ L.)3ijAN(J)
i=l

1-

1
A

1- A1(t, j)

+

A7(t,j)+Bo(t,j) ) ]
.
2
(l- A1(t, j))

eA 8 (t,i) L1

(35)

A3(t, i) '

and
.

h(t,~)

(t,i))L1
=eAs(t,i)(1-A
A3(t, i)
8

A

o

(36)

Also, for species j = 1, .. . K,

Go(t,j) = /3ijAN(j)

(1- . .
l-A7(tJ)

+ Bo(t,j) + A 7(t,g) ) ,

(37)

(l-A7(t,J))

.) _ /3ijAN(j)Bl(t,j)L1
G 1 (t ,J 2 l
(1-A1(t,J))

(38)

.) _ /3ijAN(j)B2(t,j)t1
G2 (t ,J 2 ,

(39)

(1- Lh(t,j))

Bo(t,j)

= eA.(t,j)(l- A4(t,j))B*(t,j),

(40)
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and
*

1

. _

B (t,J) =

,

1- A 9 (t,j)

+

eJisCt,jl(A5(t,j)- 1)- Ag(t,j)

,

(1- A 9 (t,j))2

.

(43)

The general idea behind (27) and (28) is to use At(t, i), l = 1, ... , 9, as an
initialization of the Taylor-series expansion of the nonlinear process J.L w (t, i)
in (21). Formulas for {At(t,i): l = 1, ... ,9} and the quantity {A1(t,i): l =
1, .. ., 9} that it approximates, are given in Table 1. Notice that empirical values
obtained from the data { Zs(t, i)} and {ZI(t, i)} are used to obtain A1(t, i) close
to At(t,i).
Also, f3oij, 'Yoi, and ¢oi in Table 1 are initial values of /3ij, 'Yi, and ¢i, respectively, for species i, j = 1, ... , K, which are used to enhance the Taylor-series
expansions. In the single-species case, Zhuang (2011) uses values obtained
from the classic SIR model. Similarly, in our case, initial values of these parameters can obtained from the MSIRc model. Preliminary analyses for the
single-species case shows that Bayesian inference is not sensitive to the initializations (even in forecasting), because the small-scale-variation terms in the
linear process can absorb the higher-order terms in the Taylor-series expansions (e.g., Cressie and Wikle, 2011, Section 7.3.3).
Now we discuss the small-scale variation vector C(t, i) = ((s(t, i), (I(t, i))'
in (26), which captures the uncertainties in the epidemic process as well as
the higher-order terms in the Taylor-series expansions. For t = 1, 2, ... , and
i = 1, ... , K, we assume that
C(t, i) ""MVN(O, :E((t, i)),

where :E((t, i)

uzs

= diag (uzs (t, i), at (t, i))

uzl

(44)

is the covariance matrix of ((t, i),

and
(t, i) and
(t, i) are nonnegative variance-component parameters.
Typically, the components of :E((t, i) are larger than the respective components of :E~(t, i), because { ((t, i)} also captures the higher-order terms left
after matching the linear approximation.
Like the data model, the parameter model is unchanged, except that the
subscript~ is replaced with the subscript (; see Section 2.3 for details. Therefore, the hierarchical model that consists of the data model defined in (5)-(6),
the linear dynamical process model for {W(t, i)} defined in (26), and the parameter model defined in (25) with~ replaced by(, approximates the MSIRB
model and, because of its computational simplicity, it can be used in MCMCbased posterior analysis.
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4 Applications in Influenza Ecology

4.1 Joint Posterior Distribution
From Section 3, a well calibrated Gaussian linear process can be derived to
approximate the nonlinear process on theW-scale in the MSIRB model, which
henceforth defines our process model. These improves computational efficiency
in posterior analysis and forecasting, although the posterior distribution is not
available analytically due to a normalizing constant that cannot be obtained in
closed form. The joint posterior distribution of all "unknowns" is proportional
to a product of the data model, the process model, and the parameter model.
Notice that {Ws(t, i)} and {Wr(t, i)} are transformations of {Ps(t, i)} and
{PI(t,i)}. Combining equations (54)-(55) in Appendix A.l, the data model
given by (5)-(6) can be rewritten: Fort= 1, ... , T, and i = 1, ... , K,
.

.

.

.

AN(i)exp(Ws(t, i))
)
+ exp (WI (t, 2")) '

(

Zs(t, 2)JW(t, 2)'"" md. Pmsson 1 + exp (Ws (t, 2"))

.
.
(
AN(i)exp(WI(t, i))
)
md. POisson 1 + exp (Ws (t, z + exp (WI (t, 2
°
Write Z(t, i) = (Zs (t, i), ZI(t, i) )'; hence, the joint posterior distribution of all
unknowns can be obtained as follows:
.

.

ZI(t,2)JW(t,z)

·n

rv

·n

[{/3ij }, bi}, {¢i}, {a~s (t, i)}, {0"~1 (t, i)},
{W(t, i)}JZ(1, i), ... , Z(T, i): i = 1, ... , K]
T
(X

K

T

K

II IIfZs(t, i)JW(t, i)] II IIrzi(t, i)JW(t, i)]
0

t=l i=l

t=l i=l
K

· II[W(1, i)Ja~s (1, i), a~1 (1, i)]
i=l

T
0

K

IIIIfW(t,i)J/3il, ... ,/3iK,"fi,¢i,
t=2i=l

W(t- 1, 1), ... , W(t, K), a~s (t, i), a~1 (t, i)]
K

K

K

K

K

K

· IIfa~s (t, i)] IIfa~1 (t, i)] IIbi] II[¢i] II II [/3ij],
i=l

i=l

where at t = 1, W(1,i)

i=l

i=l

(45)

i=l j=l

=(Ws(1,i), WI(1,i))' has distribution,

W(1, i)Ja~s (1, i), a~1 (1, i)rvMVN (I-Lw(1, i), :Ed1, i)).
There is strong prior information on what happens at t = 1, which allows
the hyperparameter 1-Lw(l, i) to be specified. For example, in Section 4.2, we
specify it as,
/-Lw(1,i)

=(log(~:~~), log(~:~~))'= (4.57,0.69)'.
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Regarding parameter-model specification, Section 2 gives quite vague priors
for all the parameters.
The posterior can be obtained through a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm with a Gibbs sampler that incorporates Metropolis-Hastings steps
where necessary (e.g., Waller et al, 1997). This is given in full detail in the
single-species setting by Zhuang(2011, Chapter 3, pg 61-90), where the MCMC
was implemented on simulated data. Notice that this is not a particle-filtering
approach in which new data are used to update current and past posteriors
without having to re-run an MCMC. A disadvantage of the classic MSIRc
model is that it is unable to provide any uncertainty measures to accompany
its deterministic modeling strategy. In contrast, one of the advantages of the
MSIRs model and our hierarchical approach is that we can obtain uncertainty measures for any unknown quantity of interest, based on the posterior
distribution.

4.2 Multi-species Case Study
As a case study, we investigate the transmission of the influenza virus between
K = 2 species: poultry (i = 1) and swine (i = 2) . The interaction of these
animals could spread influenza between species, given the lack of prohibitive
species barriers (Kuiken et al, 2006).
For illustration purposes, we consider a farm where there are 100 poultry
and 100 swine; that is, AN(1) = AN(2) = 100. At the start of the epidemic
(timet= 1), most of the population is susceptible; for each species, say that
there are two infected individuals and one recovered individual, so that we
assume the mean llw(t, i) of the log-odds-ratio vector W(t, i) at t = 1 is,
1Lw(1,i)

=(log(~:~~),

log

(~:~n )' =

(4.57,0.69)', fori= 1,2.

Now consider the transmission rates. As discussed in Section 1, there are
two types of transmissions for multi-host pathogens, that is, within-species
transmission ({,Bii : i = 1, ... , K}) and between-species transmission ({/Jij :
i =/=- j = 1, ... , K} ). According to Dobson (2004), although pathogen transmission is always impacted by various factors, such as host physiology, behavior,
immunity, and ecology, we can assume that between-species transmission is a
function of the mean within-species transmission rates modified by a constant
scaling factor that varies between 0 and 1. That is, for i =/=- j = 1, ... , K, we
model

,B•J.. --

.. (,Bii + ,Bjj)

c,J

2

'

(46)

where the parameter Cij E [0, 1] is defined as between-species transmission scaling. Dobson (2004) points out that this approach is appealing because, through
a single parameter Cij, we can study how the relative magnitude of withinspecies versus between-species transmission can affect the system dynamics.
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For illustration, we assume that Cij = Cji = c E [0, 1], for i =/= j = 1, ... , K.
Thus, from (46), we have /3ij = /3ji, namely, between-host transmission is
symmetric. In the following analysis, we investigate five successively decreasing values of c, namely c = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0. When c = 1, poultry and
swine are fully mixing, and hence an animal is equally likely to contact a member of its own species as it is to contact a member of the other species. The
successively decreasing values of c represent decreasing degrees of interaction
between species and, when c = 0, species do not interact.
According to Bouma et al (2009), the within-poultry transmission rate for
influenza given low doses of the virus is 0.8 per day; therefore, we assume
f3n = 0.8/.XN(1) = 0.008. Saenz et al (2006) report the influenza transmission
rate within swine as approximately 0.3, so we assume fJ22 = 0.3/ >w(2) = 0.003.
The between-species transmission rates are obtained by substituting /3 11 and
/322 into equation (46). According to Bouma et al (2009) and Saenz et al
(2006), we know that the average infectious period for poultry lasts 2 days
and for swine it lasts 7 days. Therefore, we assume a recovery rate of 'Yl = 1/2
for poultry and -y2 = 1/7 for swine. Moreover, due to a number of factors,
including a loss of immunity within the animal and changes in the virus due
to evolution, immunity will wane over time in both swine and poultry. For
swine, immunity will last for at least 42 days (Vincent et al, 2008). The rate
at which immunity is lost in swine is the inverse of the period over which the
swine are immune, so that ¢ 2 = 1/42; we round down and assume ¢ 2 = 0.02.
For the purpose of illustration, we also assume that ¢ 1 = 0.02.
We now turn to the components of variance. We assume that a~8 (t, i) =
a~8 (i) and a~1 (t, i) = al1 (i), for t = 1, 2, ... , T, and i = 1, 2. Recall that the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be defined as
_f.L

(47)
SNR= -,
a
where J..L is the signal mean and a is the standard deviation of the noise. We
denote SNRw8 (t, i) and SNRw1 (t, i) to be the SNR for the log odds ratios
Ws(t, i) and W1(t, i), respectively, of the i-th species at time t. Then, from
(47), fort= 1, 2, ... , T, and i = 1, 2, we have
.) _
SNRWs (t, ~ =

f.LWs

(t, i)

aes ( t, ~.)

,

(48)
(49)

If we assume that at timet= 1, i = 1, 2,
SNRw8 (1, i)

= 10,

SNRw1 (1, i) = 10,

then from (48) and (49), and assuming temporal homogeneity of the variance
components, we have fort= 1, 2, ... , T, and i = 1, 2,

ais (t, i)

=

ais (1, i) =

(0.457) 2 = 0.21,
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oL (t, i) = 0"~1 (1, i) = (0.069)

2

= 0.005.

We simulate daily data (i.e., ..1 = 1) for T = 45 days based on the assumptions and parameters given above. Specifically, for t = 1, i = 1, 2, we
simulate
W(1, i) rv MVN (llw(1, i), ~~(1, i)),
where recall that ~~(1, i) = diag(O"~s (1, i), 0"~1 (1, i)). Fort= 2, ... , 45, we simulate {W(t, i)} using (21) and then obtain {P(t, i)} using the transformations
defined in (19) and (20). Finally, we generate observed counts of susceptible
and infectious individuals, {Zs(t, i)} and { Z1(t, i) }, from the Poisson distribution defined in (5) and (6), conditional on {P(t,i)}. These counts, {Zs(t,i)}
and { Z1(t, i)}, represent the MSIRB dataset.
In order to compare the result to the MSIRc model, we modify it by
embedding it into a hierarchical statistical model. That is, we put a datamodel level above it: Fort= 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K, we assume that

Zs(t, i)IPs(t, i)

rv

ind. Poisson(AN(i)Ps(t, i)),

ZI(t, i)IPI(t, i)

rv

ind. Poisson(AN(i)PJ(t, i)).

The process model itself is made up of random-coefficient difference equations,
K

Ps(t + 1, i) = Ps(t, i)-

L /3ijAN(j)Ps(t, i)PI(t,j)..1 + ¢iPR(t, i)..1,
j=l
K

P1(t + 1, i) = P1(t, i)

+L

/3ijAN(j)Ps(t, i)P1(t, j)..1- riPI(t, i)..1,

j=l

PR(t + 1, i) = PR(t, i) + riPI(t, i)..1- ¢iPR(t, i)..1.
We put a parameter-model level below it:
K

[{/3ij}."Yi,¢i]

=

[ri][¢i] IJ[/3ij],
j=l

that captures the probability distribution of the coefficients.
We then simulate daily data for T = 45 days from the modified MSIRc
model and compare it to the MSIRB model using the same parameters and
procedures as given above. This results in counts, { Zs(t, i)} and { Z1(t, i)},
which we call the Mod-MSIRc dataset.
Figures 2 and 3 show the observed infectious counts {Z1(t, i)} (dots) and
true underlying pattern {A 1 (t, i)} (lines) simulated from the MSIRB model
and from the Mod-MSIRc model, respectively, for both poultry (red) and
swine (blue); the between-species transmission scaling c = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0,
generates the five plots (a)-( e) in each figure.
Comparing Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can clearly see that the underlying
true process of Figure 3 is smoother, as expected, since the MSIRc model
does not capture any uncertainty in the hidden epidemic process. By contrast,
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Figure 2 suggests that the MSIRa model not only has the ability to capture
the uncertainties in the underlying epidemic process, but it also retains the
interpretable epidemic pattern defined via the MSIRc model. Recall that the
key issue that allows us to successfully model the uncertainties while retaining
mass balance in the MSIRa model is a scale transformation from the A-scale
(count) to the W-scale (log odds ratio). Figure 2 illustrates that we do not
lose interpretability when we perform this scale transformation.
Comparing the five plots within each of Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can
see that when there is no interaction between species (i.e., c = 0), as shown
in both Figures 2(e) and 3(e), the infectious population of swine reaches its
peak much later than that of poultry, because poultry have a much higher
within-species transmission rate as well as a higher recovery rate. However,
as the between-species transmission scale c increases, we can clearly see that
the infectious populations of both species can reach their peaks earlier and
achieve a higher value. Notice that this phenomenon is even more obvious in
swine than in poultry (the infectious population of swine reaches its peak at
around day 30 when c = 0, but it changes to around day 10 when c = 1); from
Figure 2, the change of the infectious-peak time is not as obvious for poultry
when randomness is included in the process model. Furthermore, the time
difference between the infectious peaks of different species decreases quickly
as c increases from 0 to 1; that is, disease dynamics become synchronized
across species. When c = 1, the respective infectious populations reach their
peak at almost the same time; see Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b). This is in line with
our expectations, because when c = 1, swine and poultry are fully mixing, so
the between-species transmission has the same large effect on both species.
These results also show that in a multi-species setting, the between-species
transmission is very important and should not be ignored.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
Building models that include both data variability and process variability is
important. Species may not act in isolation, and hence it is also important to
build multi-species dynamical models. In this article, we incorporate both and
develop a mass-balanced, discrete-time Bayesian hierarchical multi-species SIR
(MSIRa) model, which models counts directly. The HSIR model proposed by
Zhuang (2011) is a single-species version of the MSIRa model. These models
preserve mass balance on the (hidden) true counts rather than on the observed
counts, they capture the stochastic and discrete nature of the epidemic process,
and through a log-odds-ratio transformation they preserve the MSIRS flow
that underlies the classic MSIR (MSIRc) model.
In our case study for influenza in poultry and swine, we simulated datasets
from MSIRa and a hierarchical version of the MSIRc model, respectively.
From the simulation results, we see the importance of incorporating betweenspecies transmission into the modeling. Furthermore, we see the advantages of
the MSIRa model in accounting for uncertainties in the epidemic process while
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retaining the easily interpretable MSIRS flow that underlies the MSIRc model.
The framework of this case study can be extended to other species (including
humans) and other diseases. The important parameters in our model are {/3ij},
which allow us to handle heterogeneous populations within a species and zero
or asymmetric cross-species transmission rates.
In ongoing research, we are investigating more complicated epidemic dynamics that incorporate birth, death, and emigration/immigration processes
for appropriate time periods. Finally, incorporation of the spatial aspect into
these hierarchical dynamical models could be handled through vector-valued
processes, although the form of such models would require careful incorporation of the aforementioned emigration/immigration processes (Hooten and
Wikle, 2010).
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Appendix
A.l
By adapting the Bayesian nonlinear dynamical approach of Zhuang (2011) to
the multi-species setting, we give the derivation of the nonlinear dynamical
structure of J..Lw(t,i) defined by (22) and (23) in Section 2.2.
Assume PR(t, i ) > 0, for timet = 1, 2, ... , and species i = 1, ... , K. From
the difference equations (16)-(18), we obtain
Ps(t , i)- Ps(t, i )

Ps(t+l ,i)
Pn(t + 1,i)

L;: /h; >..,v (j )P, (t, j )Ll + r/>1Pn.(t, i)Ll
1

Pn.(t, i ) + ··u Pr (t , i)Ll - c/>; Pn.(t , i)Ll

p 1 (t + l , i) _ P1(t,i)
Pn(t + 1, i) -

+ Ps (t,i) 2::!~ 1 /3;j>..,v(j)PI(t,j)Ll- "'(;PI(t,i)Ll
Pn(t, i) + 'Yi PI(t, ·i )L.\- t/>;Pn(t, i)Ll

(50)

(51)

Notice that equations (50) and (51) can be rewritten as

~ - ~ · (E~=l /3;jAN(j)PI(t,j)) L.\ + t/J;Ll

Ps(t+l,i)
Pn(t + l , i)

P1(t + l,i)
Pn(t + l,i)

1

P1(t,i)
Pn(t,i)

+~
.
Pn(t, i )

+ 'Yi :~l~·.:~ Ll -

("K

Uj=l

1 + 'Yi

{3 - -)..
'1

(52)

,P;Ll

( ')P (t ')) Ll- -r;P1(t,i)

N J

I

,J

;R.l~·.~s L.\- ,P;Ll

Pn(t,i)

L).

(53)

From (19) and (20),
.
exp(Ws(t, i))
Ps (L , ~) = 1 + exp(Ws(t i)) + x:p(W 1 (t, i))'

(54)

PJ(t i) =

(55)

exp(WJ (t ,i ))
.
1 + e>..-p(Ws (t i)) + exp(WI(t. , i))

Then, substituting (54) and (55) into (12), we obtain
1

PR(t,i)= l+ expWs
( (t,z')) +expW1t,z
( ( '))'

(56)

Hence,

Ps(t,i)

.

') =exp(Ws(t,z)),
R t,z

(57)

Pr(t, i)
.
p ( .) = exp(WJ(t,z)) .

(58)

p (

R

t, Z
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For t = 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K, substitute (56)-(58) into equations (52) and
(53) to obtain:
exp(Ws(t + 1, i)) = exp (Ws(t, i))
· [1+

¢;11
exp (Ws(t, i))

_.f-

,B;jAN(j)exp(Wr(t,j))11

f;::. 1 + exp (Ws(t,j)) + exp (Wr(t,j))

1

]

(59)

[1 + (;exp (W1 (t, i)) 11- ¢;11]'
exp(Wr(t+1,i)) = exp(Wr(t,i))

·

[

1

-'Y;

11

exp (Ws(t,i))
+ exp(Wr(t,i))

,B;;AN(j)exp (WJ(t,j)) 11

K
~
1+exp(Ws(t,j))+exp(Wr(t,j))

l

(60)

[1 + (;exp (Wr(t, i)) 11- ¢;11].

Taking logrithms on both sides of (59)-(60), fort= 1, 2, ... , and i = 1, ... , K,
we obtain,
Ws(t

+ 1, i)

=

Ws(t, i)

+l og

[

1+

¢;11
exp (Ws(t, i))

-

,B;;AN(j)exp (Wr(t,j)) 11

~ 1 + exp (Ws(t,j)) + exp (WI(t,j))
K

l

1
] ,
+log [
1 + (;exp (Wr(t, i)) 11- ¢;11

(61)

Wr(t

+ 1, i)

=

Wr(t, i)

+l og

[

"

1- ri"-'

exp (Ws(t, i))

+ exp(Wr(t,i))

/(

L

,B;; AN(j)exp (W1(t., j}) 11
l+exp(Ws (l, j))+exp(Wr(t, j))

j= l

l

1
] .
+log [
1 + -y;exp (Wr(t, i)) 11- ¢;11
(62)

Then (61) and (62) are used to define J..Lw (t, i) in the nonlinear autoregressive structure given by (21), which captures the uncertainties in the hidden
epidemic process.
A.2

By adapting the Bayesian nonlinear dynamical approach of Zhuang (2011), we
give the derivation of a well calibrated linear process {J..LLW (t, i) }, as defined by
(27) and (28), to approximate {J..Lw(t,i)} given by (22) and (23). Specifically,
we show that fort= 1, 2, ... ,and i = 1, ... , K, {Az(t, i) : l = 1, ... , 9} in Table 1
are initial values of the nonlinear components in equations (22) and (23).
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Consider p,'f (t, i) given by (22) and use a second-order Taylor-series expansion. The second term on the right-hand side is:

Now the nonlinear term, (Hewse<:;,<~~wr<•.i> ), in (63) can be further expanded
using a second-order Taylor series expansion: Fort= 1, 2, ... ,and j = 1, ..., K,

(64)
eWI(t,j)

Then the remaining nonlinear component in ( 64 ) , l+ews(<.iJ,
using a second-order Taylor-series expansion:

.

IS

d d
expan e

eWI(t,j)

1
=

~

+ eWs(t,j)
1

[ e(W1 (t,j)-Ws(t,j))]. [

1-

]

(-e-Ws(t,i))

[eA•(t,j) ( 1 + (W1 (t,j)- Ws(t,j)- A4(t,j))
l
0

. +
[ 1-Ag(t,J)
•

-

(-e-Ws(t,j) -Ag(t,j))

(1-A-

9 (t,j))

2

+ ~(W1 (t,j)- Ws(t,j)- A4(t,j)) 2 )
- eWs(l ,j )

+

(1-A-

J

-Ag(t,j) l
(t,.i))

3

'

(65)
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and
e-Ws(t,j) ~ eAs(t,j)

+ eAs(t,j)

( -Ws(t,j)- A5(t,j))

eAs(t,j) ( -Ws(t,j)- As(t,j))
+
2

2

(66)

Upon substituting (66) into (65), we obtain:
Wr (t,j)
+eWs(tj) ~ Bo(t j)+Bt(t,j)Ws(t j)+B2(t j)W1(t j)
1
+o(Ws(t,j) 2) + o(W1 (t,j) 2) +o(Ws(t,j)W1 (t,j)), (67)

= 0, 1 2} aa· defined in equations (40)-(43).
Finally combining (63), (64), and (67), we approximate the expression,

wher {B1(t j): l
I
og

(1 +

l/Ji .Q

-

eWs(t,i)

AN(j ) WI(L ,j) Ll
L 1 {J;,j
+
+ w1

)

K

eW s(t,j)

8

j=l

(t,j)

in equation (22) with

j= L

Furthermore, the third term, log (1 + ")'.;ew 1 (t,i) .6 - c/Ji -6) on. the right-hand
id _ oE_ (22J, can als~ ~ expand din a second-order Taylor series expansion:
Fot t - 1 ~ , ... and - 1, ... , K ,
log {1

+itew1 (t,i) ~ - ¢;~) =
~

log(A2(t,i)) +log [1 + (
log(A2(t, i))

+

(l +

1

2

+;;e: (;2i~- ¢;L1

-l)]

iie•':J(t,<l ,!l- tfJ 6 - 1)
A2(t, i)

l (l +;;eWt(t,>) f1 -</J, 6
)
- 1
2
rh(t, 'i)

2

- -

(69)

Also, to second order:
eWr(t,i) ~ eA"(t,i)

+ eA6(t,i)(WI(t, i) _ .J6 (t, i))

eA"(t,i)
2
+-2-(WI(t,i)- A6(t,i)) •

(70)
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Upon substituting (70) into (69), we obtain:
log(1+')'ieWr(t,i)Ll-¢iL1)

~logA 2 (t,i)+

A

1

+A l'i

A2(t,i)

eAa(t,i)

A2(t,i)

·(1-A6(t,i))Ll- A¢i.Ll -1
A2(t,i)

V'

Consider J,t (t, i) given by (23) and use a second-order Taylor-series expansion; the second term on the right-hand side is:
(

1

og

~
~

1

Ll
-'Yi

exp (Ws(t, i))

+ exp(WJ(t,i))

"))
log (A3 (t, ~

+ log

I

+

og

(A" (

"))

3 t,~

1

[

1+

_

1

~

f=;

·Ll

_

'Y<

f3ijAN(j)eWJ(t,j) Ll
1+eWs(t,j) +eWr(t,j)

exp(Ws(t,i)) " K
i3;;>.N(j)eWr(t,j)/1
L..Jj=l l+eWs (t,j)+eWr(t,j)

+ exp(W1 (t,i))

·Ll

( ~")

A3 t,

(

'Y<

)

exp(Ws (t,i))

K

+ exp(W1 (t ,i)) , l:j=l

i3;;>.N(j)eWr(t,j)LJ
l +e ''' s(t,j) + w 1 (t, j)

Aa (t,i)

(

(72)

.

.

.

Recall that the approx1mat10n to the nonlinear term,

ewr(t ,j)
( l+ews< ,jJ +ew1

.

ct,J> ), m

(72) can be obtained through (64). Now, :~~~~{!::n can be further expanded
using a second-order Taylor-series expansion:
e(Ws(t,i))

eWs(t ,i)-Wr(t,i)

e(Wr (t,i))

~

eAs(t,i)

+ eAs(t,i)

eAs(t,i) (

+--

2

(ws(t,i)- WI(t,i)- As(t,i))
,

Ws(t, i) - W1(t, i) - A 8 (t, i)

) 2

.

Finally, combining (64), (72), and (73), we approximate the expression,

1

og

[

1

..1
-l'i

exp (Ws(t, i))
+ exp (WI(t, i))

in equation (23) with
A

logA3(t,i)

+ -1 -. -'YiLl
--1
A3(t, i)

~

/3ijAN(j)eWr(t,j)

~ 1+

eWs(t ,j)

+

Ll ]

eWr(t,j)

(73)
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+

[ t /3ijAN(j)
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/3ijAN(j)

i=l
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(1- 1- _1 . +

eAs (t,i) (1 - As (t, i))

.

Aa(t, i)

(

1-

1- A1(t,J)
A

A1(t,J)

A7(t, j)_+ Bo(t,j) )
(1- A 1(t,j))

Ll LK
·

.

Lll

eAs(t,i)Ws(t, i)

Lll

eAa (t, i)W1 (t, i)

A3(t,i)

A3 (t, i)

(f3ij AN (j)

J=l

1
0

A 1(t,J)

A7(t,j)_+ Bo (t,j> )
(1- A 1(t,j))

o

+

+ Bo(t,j)

A 7 (t, j)

(1- A 7(t,j))
A

2

+

B1 (t, j)Ws(t, j)

(1- A1(t,j))
A

2

+

B2(t, j)WI(t,

j))]

(1- A1(t,j))
A

2

K

+

L

[o(Ws(t,j) 2 ) +o(WI(t,j) 2 ) +o(Ws(t,j)WJ(t,j))].

(74)

j=l

Finally, the third component on the right-hand side of (23) is identical to that
of (22) .
Therefore, (68) , (71), and (74) yield the linear dynamical process p,LW (t, i)
as defined in (27) and (28) in Section 3. That is, p,LW(t,i) approximates
the nonlinear dynamical process, p,W(t,i), in the MSIRs model defined by
equations (22) and (23).
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Fig. 1 A basic MSIRS flow defined by a classic multi-species SIR (MSIRc) model from
timet tot+~. Black arrows indicate disease progression through time, as a susceptible individual becomes infected and then has the possibility to recover. Red dashed arrows indicate
a latent virus-feedback procedure (transmission from infectious individuals to susceptible
individuals).
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Fig. 2 Plots of observed infectious counts {Zr(t, i)} (dots) and true infectious counts
P.I(t,i)} (lines) simulated from the MSIRs model for poultry (red) and swine (blue),
respectively. Figures (a)-( e) correspond to c = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Plots of observed infectious counts {Z1(t,i)} (dots) and true infectious counts
{J.I(t, i)} (lines) simulated from the Mod-MSIRc model for poultry (red) and swine (blue) ,
respectively. Figures (a)-( e) correspond to c = 1, 0. 75, 0.5, 0.25, 0, respectively.
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